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OUR VISION

Welcoming communities that value, respect and empower people
with disability.

OUR MISSION

Helping people with disability to live a good life.

WE BELIEVE
Everyone belongs.

OUR CORE VALUES
Individuality:
Valuing people,
staff, partners
and services

Individuality is at the heart of our
organisation. We listen and actively strive to
provide flexible, tailored services to assist
people in achieving their personal goals.

Respect:
Valuing choice,
culture and
diversity

Everyone is equal and has the right to lead
a good life. Through open communication,
embracing diversity and valuing choice we
respect every person all the time.

Empowerment:
People are entitled to choose their own
supports and we bring our experience and
Valuing abilities,
goals and learning understanding when called upon. We know
when to step up and when to stand back
so everyone has a chance to shine.
Belonging:
Valuing
relationships
and shared places
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Like peas in a pod, we are all the same
at heart, and we belong together.
Our community is one of acceptance
and strength where everyone has a
valuable contribution to make. Together we
are stronger.

When I got diagnosed with
a condition that impacts my
whole body I was afraid –
staying positive helps me.
I have hopes and dreams
for the future, which I
want to achieve.
– Ben Lindsey –
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CHAIR
+ CEO
REPORT
As Chair and CEO, it is our privilege
to present the Interchange 2018/19
Annual Report, which highlights
the past year through the Stories of
Interchange, offering insight into the
lives, talents and accomplishments
of the people we support, our staff
and volunteers.
The past year has seen the impact
of significant reform. During this
period of change we continue to be
impressed by the dedication and
resilience of our staff who have
demonstrated strong engagement
and commitment to help the people
we support achieve their goals,
and more. We are very grateful to
have Annette Frazer and Nicki Dyson
join the Executive Management
team to lead us through our NDIS
transformation. Throughout the year,
Annette has guided the Support
Services team and implementation
of iTech, a significant IT investment
which will see our teams connected
and empowered through technology.
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In parallel, Nicki has overseen
the continued roll out of our
Neighbourhood strategy of local
self-organising teams led by
our People & Culture Coaches,
Community Engagers, Team Leaders
and Peer Mentors.
Our focus this year has been to
support more than 200 people as
they transfer from WA NDIS to the
federal NDIS and to review our
systems and processes to ensure
we deliver quality and sustainable
services. Over the past year,
our customer numbers have
continued to grow, and we currently
support 406 people with disabilities
to live a good life.

“We continue to
be impressed by
the dedication
and resilience of
our staff.”

“We were pleased to
see 79% of staff survey
respondents felt fully
engaged with their work
at Interchange.”

People we support

406

128

38%
under
25 years
of age

with an
intellectual
disability

241

216

45%

people living with customers have
disability supported
been with us
in 2018/19
5+ years

62%

Interchange

7

neighbourhoods
in the greater
Perth region

staff
members

support
staff

of staff have been
with us for 2+ years
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Through the launch of our annual
gathering for all staff, iBelong, and
the implementation of the iThink you
are Awesome recognition program,
we have enjoyed hearing the stories
of our staff through the recognition of
their peers. In response to continued
growth, we have welcomed 65 new
Interchangers to the team. We look
forward to hearing their stories and
supporting them in their roles and
career goals. We were pleased to see
that 79% of staff survey respondents
felt fully engaged with their work at
Interchange.

We are conscious of yet another
year of significant change in 2019/20
with the April announcement of
the Disability Royal Commission,
the transition of the last people we
support from state funding to the
NDIS, and the commencement of
the NDIS Quality & Safeguarding
Commission in July 2020. However,
we are confident our investment in
change and our transformation into
a sustainable and quality service
will position us well to achieve our
mission: for people with disability to
live a good life.

In September we welcomed
three new Directors to our Board:
Saffron Solomon, Maha Chaar and
Pippa Marando. We also take a
moment to recognise, and thank,
James Walker, Executive Manager,
who retired after 10 years of service,
and Jillian Howard and Peter King,
who retired from the Board after
making significant contributions to
our governance responsibilities.
We thank all our staff and Board
members for their continued
commitment and support.

We look forward to sharing more of
our stories in the years to come.
Angie Paskevicius
Chair
Justin O’Meara Smith
Chief Executive Officer

“We are confident our investment
in change and our transformation
into a sustainable and quality
service will position us well to
achieve our mission.”
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Customer survey results

80%

of customers
rated Interchange
7 out of 10 or higher
on satisfaction with
services and support

84%

of customers feel
confident that
Interchange will protect
their rights and keep
them safe

82%

of customers agree that
Interchange staff are
reliable and professional

73%

of customers agree
that they get the
services and supports
they want from
Interchange

74%

of customers feel that
Interchange staff work
as a team to provide
good support to them
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MEET…

NATASHA
HEATH
Natasha’s been living in a host
arrangement with Lynne, Martin,
their son Bran, and nephew Dale,
for the past three years. An active
participant in their home and family
life, she enjoys going on adventures
with them and feels included and
safe in a home environment. Friendly
and energetic, Natasha loves
dancing, swimming, and gardening
and would like a Karaoke party for
her upcoming 21st birthday party.
Transitioning to adulthood with great
success, Natasha now uses public
transport on a regular basis (with the
support of Interchange staff)
and has secured and maintained
a volunteer placement at Riding
for the Disabled, where she also
participates in lessons. Natasha
has many interests and has started
to learn sign language so she can
communicate with some of her
non-verbal friends. Instrumental in the
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initiation of the kitchen garden
at our Morley office, Olive Tree
House, Natasha takes great pride
in its upkeep.
Natasha’s made friends and
regularly participates in activities,
demonstrating a level of focus
and commitment in learning
new skills. One of her goals was
to feel comfortable, safe and a
sense of belonging. Feeling she’s
achieved this, Natasha now plans to
enrol in a Tafe course, and has long
term ambitions of becoming a dance
teacher or dog trainer. For the future,
she would like to continue developing
essential skills like cooking, laundry
and managing her finances, so she
can reach her goal of living
independently.
Find out more about our
Host Arrangements at
interchangewa.org.au

They are nice,
take good care of me
and make me feel at home.

MEET…

JOY
ROTAIRO
Employment Champion and Support
Worker Joy understands everyone has
a skill or passion they can contribute
to the workforce. Her role is to help
the people we support to discover
their own unique skills and talents,
and then identify, or even create,
a job role or small business that fits
them perfectly.

This year, Joy was given a chance
to step up as Champion. Joy says
this has opened her eyes and heart
to what she really wants to do with
her life, as mentoring is such a huge
honour. She loves seeing the people
she works with improve, achieve their
goals and become an active part of
the community.

Joy has been working with Interchange
for almost two years now. Even though
she has completed her Diploma of
Nursing, she continues to work as a
support worker as the job gives her
a sense of satisfaction. Currently
studying a Bachelor of Social Work
at Edith Cowan University, Joy has
also completed short courses in
Sign Language, Manual Handling,
MAPA and Mental Health First Aid.
Joy loves learning and is grateful to
work for an organisation that supports
her ambitions.

Getting to know the person is the
main essence of Joy’s role. It takes
time to discover strengths and
weaknesses and identify goals.
Finding a job tailored to skills and
interests is the end result, but for
Joy, the beauty of the process is
very rewarding.
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Find out how we can support
you in finding work at
interchangewa.org.au

I love my job.
I’ve found a workplace
where I truly belong...
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MEET…

SHAY
SLATTER
About a year ago Shay moved out of
her mother’s house. She wanted to
live her own life and make her own
decisions. Shay is now self-sufficient
and living independently. With a
little support, she manages her own
laundry, shopping, cleaning and
meal preparation.
Shay’s also made significant
progress towards managing her
finances and now feels confident
paying for things by herself.
Shay initially received overnight
support from Interchange in her
home, to help her feel comfortable
and safe. However, at her request,
the overnight support has been
withdrawn, as she now feels secure
and happy in the house by herself.
Shay enjoys spending time with her
support workers and meeting up
with family at the weekends. She also
loves exploring activities in her local
community, such as Catch Music and
participating in a cookery group.
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Shay maintains a supported
volunteer role every Monday at
Anglicare. She’s created some great
relationships there and feels part of
the team.
Shay is a very kind and caring person
who considers how other people feel.
She has a great sense of humour,
which she likes to share. Shay has
gone through major changes recently
with admirable resilience. In the
future, she would like some transport
training so she can build confidence
and feel safe to go places by herself.
Shay would also like to take on the
responsibility of a pet.
Find out how we can support
you to reach your full potential at
interchangewa.org.au

I would like a paid job
and to be able to
go on holiday by myself.

WE THINK
YOU ARE
AWESOME!
We couldn’t do the things we do
without our dedicated staff.
The people here at Interchange are
going above and beyond to deliver
high quality services and help the
people we support to live a good life.
A massive thank you to all our staff
for being the heart of Interchange.
Only through their dedication,
passion and determination can we
empower people with disability and
ensure that Everyone Belongs.
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Staff survey results

88%

of survey respondents felt fully
engaged with their work at
Interchange

63%

of staff think they have
great career opportunities at
Interchange

77%

of staff feel that Interchange
is committed to providing
quality services

75%

staff see that Interchange’s
values are being used everyday

79%

would recommend Interchange
as an employer

77%

staff feel like they belong
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MEET…

CHRISTINE
CARSON
There is no greater teacher than
experience, which is why Christine
Carson is a much-valued member of
the Board. Christine’s sister, Elizabeth,
has been with Interchange for
many years. Through this connection,
Christine met a Board member,
who recognised the wisdom and
insight she could bring to the team
and invited her to join the Board.
Christine accepted the opportunity
with great enthusiasm. In her own
experience, quality of life significantly
improves with the services
Interchange provides.

Part of a big bustling family,
Christine lives with her husband
and four children. A research
microbiologist at the University of
Western Australia, Christine thrives
on her work and its potential to
help people. Her current research
is focused on delivering better
diagnostic tests to aid doctors
decide which antibiotic to use
for serious bacterial infections.
Through her own passions,
Christine understands the need for all
people to find their talents and follow
their dreams.

Christine firmly believes maintaining
quality of service is crucial, especially
in periods of change, and the
Board has a critical role in helping
set and monitor this, along with
their other goals. For many people,
including Elizabeth, Interchange
support plays a tremendous role in
their lives, doing the extraordinary job
of helping them participate in the very
ordinary things that help build esteem,
capability and a better quality of life.

Find out more about us at
interchangewa.org.au
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Elizabeth has been with
Interchange for more than
20 years and they really
know her. Without high-quality
service delivery, the quality of
her life would be diminished.

MEET…

JOEL
RAYKOS
Age 30, Joel has been with
Interchange since 2008. Requiring
twenty-four-hour support, Joel lives
in his own home and loves his
independence. Although he does not
communicate through spoken words,
Joel is a man who thrives on making
his own decisions and has chosen a
Shared Management arrangement
employing his own team. Interchange
provides rostered supports on
weekdays, then at the weekends,
Joel employs his own support
workers, selected with the help of
his mum, Gina. This allows Joel to
be self-directive in his supports and
have control and flexibility.
This year Joel has embraced the
opportunity of employment and
commenced working at Coles,
where he welcomes people at the
entrance. Staff and family have all
noticed how much Joel’s confidence
has grown since taking on this
position and Joel enjoys the sense
of worth that comes with earning his
own money. Kind, funny, friendly and
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outgoing, Joel loves to be part
of the community and meet new
people, so this role is very suited
to his sociable personality.
Support workers really enjoy
spending time with Joel. He likes
to be active and out and about.
Likewise, Joel loves going on
social outings with his support
workers, who always follow his
lead about where to go and what
to do. He’s never short of ideas,
as he has a vast array of interests,
including music, dancing and
going to concerts. He’s also a
great bowler and has won the
last 12 tournaments at his local
bowling club.
A superfan of the West Coast
Eagles, Joel’s next goal is to see a
game in the new stadium.
Find out more about our
Shared Management options at
interchangewa.org.au

I love going out with
my support staff to
listen to live music,
dance and bowl.
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MEET…

MARVIN
PHIRI
Marvin’s role as Support Coordinator
is a relatively new position at
Interchange, designed to guide
participants to make the most of
their NDIS funds, and assist them
in developing their knowledge,
experience and connections within
the community and broader systems
of support.
Marvin’s embraced this vital role
with enthusiasm. Focusing on the
needs, confidence and skills of the
individual, Marvin helps people link to
support systems, assists with points
of crisis and develops and designs
actions to meet their outcomes.
Marvin joined Interchange six
years ago. Since then, he has worked
in several roles and expanded his
knowledge of the sector and its
practices. Marvin’s always keen
to increase his own skill set and
make the most of opportunities.
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With the support of Interchange,
Marvin has trained as a Team Leader
and Peer Mentor. Marvin implements
these skills daily in his new role,
as he coaches participants through
any challenges that may come up
and strengthens their capacity.
Originally from Zimbabwe,
Marvin likes meeting people from
different backgrounds and hearing
their stories. He welcomes new
challenges and thrives on being part
of an organisation always looking to
better itself and increase the quality
of life of both the people we support
and staff. Marvin is passionate
about facilitating personal growth
in the people he supports. For him,
every day offers an opportunity to
make a difference.
Find out how we can help to make
the most of your NDIS funds at
interchangewa.org.au

I enjoy working in an
ever-growing sector and
making a difference
in people’s lives.
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MEET…

REGAN
McCOY
Regan’s been with Interchange for
over two years and lives at home
with his parents, brother and sister.
He loves sports, especially footy and
cricket, which he enjoys playing on
weekends as part of a club. Regan
now works three times a week and
feels his self-confidence and social
skills have developed during his
time there.
Encouraged by his support worker,
Jeremy Hall, Regan started attending
the Fremantle Men’s Shed eighteen
months ago. Since then, he’s
developed a passion for woodwork
and his skills and social life have
both progressed significantly. Regan
loves being part of this group in his
local community, as he is able to
meet new people and explore his
emerging creative talents. Likewise,
they enjoy having Regan as part of
the gang and praise his budding
craftsmanship.
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With an impressive collection of
chopping boards, drums and
picture frames created in the last
year, Regan’s just getting started.
He’s proud of his achievements
regarding his woodwork, especially
making a cajón, which he decorated
with his wood burning skills and gave
to his Dad for a birthday present.
His goal for next year is to make
more pieces and sell them in the
Men’s Shed shop.
Regan is an enthusiastic, happy
young man who’s willing to give
anything a go. He’s very friendly,
earnest, sociable and determined
and likes hanging out with his support
workers. Regan feels accepted by his
community and like he really belongs.
Find out how we can support you
in being an active and engaged
member of your local community at
interchangewa.org.au

Jeremy helps me to achieve
my goals by building up my
confidence and encouraging
me to try new things.

I just want to be me
– being included and
accepted for who I am.
– Izaak Redmond –
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OUR
BOARD
MEMBERS
Chair

Angie Paskevicius

Deputy Chair

John Bouffler

Finance Director

Richard Hayes

Administration Director

Christine Carson

Non-Executive Directors

David Renton
Maha Chaar
Saffron Solomon
Pippa Marando
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FINANCIAL
REPORT
The past year has been one of
growth, capacity building and
restructuring for a positive future
for our customers and staff.
The unfunded transfer to the
federal NDIS along with increased
administration costs, an investment in
new technology, and a reinvestment
in our NDIS organisational
structure has seen another year of
profound change.
Our team successfully navigated
these changes and achieved a
year with positive financial results.

22%

increase in income
($14.6 m)
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A 22% increase saw our income
grow to $14.6m, with significant
growth in our Accommodation,
Shared Management and
Neighbourhood services.
Expenses increased through a
strategic investment in our NDIS
ready information and technology
infrastructure, new administration
supports, and an enhanced capacity
through our new organisational
structure. In support of this growth,
employment at Interchange increased
from 176 staff in 2018 to 241 in 2019.

48%

staff increase
(FTE’s)

“Our achievements are
a demonstration of the
dedication and efforts of our
staff and Board and the people
and families we support.”

This investment in our people and
systems will enable us to be more
effective and efficient and focus on
the needs of our staff and the people
and families we support.
We received two state Transition
Grants – iLearn a workplace learning
and development program, and a
sector collaboration to improve
the outcome for NDIS participants
who interface with the WA criminal
justice system.

300K

investment in new
technology

We achieved a profit of $825,533
and improved our Net Asset
position by $589,526 during the
year. This helps us to move forward
confidently, equipped with tools
to succeed in the new world of
the NDIS. Our achievements are a
demonstration of the dedication and
efforts of our staff and Board and the
people and families we support.
Richard Hayes
Finance Director

$825,533
surplus for
the year

90K
in
grants
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Unit 2, 15 Blackburn Street
Maddington WA 6109
PO Box 109 Maddington WA 6989
T: (08) 9329 9399
E: office@interchangewa.org.au
ABN 94 378 383 723
Registered NDIS Provider

interchangewa.org.au

Find us at
facebook
instagram
linkedin

